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How Do We Proceed with Our Own
Internal Confict?: On the Translation
of Mihail Sebasian’s “For Two
Thousand Years”
By Julia Elsky
OCTOBER 18, 2017
IN THE DAYS following the “Unite the Right” rally in
Charlottesville, Virginia, Matthew Heimbach, one of the mos
prominent neo-Nazis in the United States, came out to the local
courthouse to support James Alex Fields Jr. He wore a T-shirt with a
portrait of Corneliu Codreanu, founder of the Romanian fascis Iron
Guard. Mos Americans will not be familiar with Codreanu or even
the Iron Guard. In Mihail Sebasian’s subtle novel For Two
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Thousand Years , frs published in Romania in 1934, Sebasian
chronicles the rise of Codreanu’s movement and presents us with a
nuanced view of the individual caught in a time of radicalization and
rising xenophobia. Philip Ó Ceallaigh’s fuid translation of the novel
comes to us at the right moment.
For Two Thousand Years  is a semi-autobiographical fctional diary
by the Romanian Jewish writer Mihail Sebasian (pseudonym of
Iosif Hechter). It is also a roman à clef based closely on Sebasian’s
experiences and relationships in interwar Buchares. The diaris, who
is never named, draws us into his sruggle as a Jewish intellectual
during the rise of fascism. The absence of a name has the efect of
both associating him with Sebasian as well as placing him in the
role of an everyman Jewish Romanian. The diary is divided into six
parts, or six notebooks, each kept during crucial periods of his life
over the course of a decade sarting in 1922. We follow him from his
sudies in law and then architecture at the University of Buchares,
through his architectural work that brings him to the oil felds of
Uioara, the cafes of Paris, and once more back again to growing
unres in Buchares. But Sebasian’s nuanced novel does not simply
decry Romanian hisory as another, inevitable episode in a 2,000-
year-old cycle of anti-Semitic violence. The srength and timeliness
of this novel lie in the diaris’s grappling with how to respond as an
individual to what we now call hate speech and to violence on the
university campus.
Sebasian himself recorded in his own journals the rise of the Iron
Guard and the heady atmosphere of intellectual life in interwar
Buchares. He lived through a period of great debate about nation-
building as Romania more than doubled in size after World War I,
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incorporating Transylvania, Bukovina, and Bessarabia. Greater
Romania now had a population of 30 percent ethnic minorities,
including Hungarians, Germans, Ukrainians, Russians, and Jews.
The 1923 consitution granted civil rights to these new minority
populations and emancipated the Jews of Romania. It was a time of
reform and of major expansion in universities and other cultural
insitutions. In Sebasian’s diaries, like in his novel For Two
Thousand Years , we also read of the rise of nationalism and the
xenophobic and anti-Semitic movement of proto-fascis sudents of
the 1920s who viewed Jews as invading foreigners. This movement
gave way to the rise of the Iron Guard in the 1930s, a fascis
movement with a particular spiritual ideology demanding racial and
Chrisian regeneration of Romania through violence. Sebasian, a
lucid raconteur of these years, was tragically killed when he was hit
by a truck as he crossed the road in 1945, on the way to give his frs
university lecture. His diaries have been translated into English, and
make an illuminating companion to the fctional diary For Two
Thousand Years.
The novel opens with the days leading up to and following the
December 10, 1922, riots by nationalis sudents at the University of
Buchares, at a time when the university was an increasingly
important site for ideological debates about the nation. The unnamed
diaris faces consant beatings at the Faculty of Law. The violence is
at frs surreal. A sudent sitting next to him “barks the command” to
leave, he exits, and then: “It all happens decorously, ritually.
Someone by the door lashes out with his fs, but it is a glancing
blow.” He is numb when he leaves, noticing an empty carriage
passing by and the cold December air. “Everything is as it ought to
be.” The sentences are short here, evoking the sudent’s sartled
emotions without any sentimentality. In fact the diaris often openly
sates that he wants to avoid sentimentality, and he does escape that
trap successfully. On December 10, his Jewish friends insis on
attending their courses on principle. Now the diaris is determined to
remain calm even as violent rallying sudents outnumber him. There
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is a heart-wrenching internal monologue:
If I cry, I’m los. Clench your fss, you fool, if necessary,
believe yourself to be a hero, pray to God, tell yourself you’re
the son of a race of martyrs, yes, yes, tell yourself that, knock
your head agains the wall, but if you want to be able to look at
yourself in the mirror and not die of shame, don’t cry. That’s all
I ask of you: don’t cry.
He continues to attend university, even as it is under military
occupation. He endures being punched and smacked while trying to
enter lecture halls only to be shut out. But the diaris refuses to see
himself as a martyr, and is embarrassed by his diary entry of
December 10 quoted above. He reluctantly joins ranks with his
fellow Jewish sudents who decide to enter as a unifed group. That
tactic also fails. He tells himself he will never be a “social
revolutionary,” and at the same time feels tremendous ambivalence
about being Jewish. He hates the “two thousand years of Talmudism
and melancholy” and craves solitude, not knowing if moving out of
the dorm he shares with other Jewish sudents is an act of cowardice
or courage.
Over the course of the novel, we are introduced to diferent
characters who present political and cultural movements, none of
which are satisfying. Among them are the diaris’s two Jewish
friends, the Zionis Sami Winkler and the Marxis S. T. Haim, who
have endless arguments. He sees their commitment to their
movements as a way of escaping their own turmoil: “It’s not easy to
spend days or weeks running from yourself, but it can be done.”
One day the diaris escapes a menacing group on campus by ducking
into a classroom. He sumbles into professor Ghi ță Bildaru’s lecture
and encounters a new philosophy. So shaken that he can only write
down the lecture verbatim, the diaris provides us with a new voice
within the pages of his notebook. Bildaru discusses in impassioned
tones a general crisis in modern society, advocating a return to the
soil in a mysical movement that rejects “a civilization based on
intelligence.” Later he convinces the young diaris to change his
career and choose architecture as a profession that will link him to
the land.
The inspiration for the character Bildaru was Sebasian’s own
mentor Nae Ionescu. Ionescu became a mentor to the “new
generation” of nationalis sudents, and as he radicalized he joined
Codreanu’s fascis Legion. One of the major blows to Sebasian’s
relationship with Ionescu was the anti-Semitic preface he wrote to
the Romanian edition of For Two Thousand Years in 1934. Ionescu
calls the Jews “a foreign body.” He addresses Sebasian by his legal
name, Iosif Hechter, confating the author of the novel with the
fctional and anonymous diaris: “You sufer because you are a Jew;
you would cease to be a Jew the moment you would no longer
sufer.” Sebasian curiously included the preface in the original
publication, although it is not printed in the Other Press edition.
Sebasian explained his controversial decision in his pamphlet “How
I Became a Hooligan” (1935): he had asked for a preface so he mus
publish it following the “rules of the game”; not publishing it would
be tantamount to censure; and fnally he went ahead with its
publication because the mos serious problem was not that the
preface appears in print but that it was written at all to begin with. It
sill seems masochisic to have included the preface. On the other
hand, when the reader today encounters it, she can almos hear
Sebasian say: “See, this is what I’m up agains.”
The diaris’s real point of crisis comes not in the face of the violent
mob but when he is confronted with another Jewish man on a train
one year after the December riots. He describes a disruption on the
train while traveling to his hometown of Brăila:
“Jus what I need!” I’d jus been congratulating myself on
fnding such a good seat, on such a day, in the Chrismas
holiday rush, in a train overrun by sudents and soldiers heading
for the provinces, and behold our Jewish friend, dragging an
entire household behind him, opening the door wide to let in the
cold air, pushing my suitcase aside, sepping on my toes,
finging his overcoat over mine and then pressing his way on to
the bench between myself and my neighbor, begging pardon
with his eyes, though no less tenacious for that in his
determination to secure a seat, as guaranteed by his ticket,
which he held osentatiously between his fngers.
Everyone smiled at this comical apparition, and I tried to do the
same myself, which took a certain efort, as I pitied him for
being ridiculous and was at the same time deeply anxious not to
appear friendly to him.
Throughout the novel, Sebasian sketches evocative portraits of
characters, although this “comical apparition” truly sands out. Our
diaris grows ashamed of his response, and goes out of his way to
hold a long conversation with the man who turns out to be a vendor
of Jewish books named Abraham Sulitzer. But the diaris’s self-
identifcation as a Jew in front of the other passengers is sill a
punishment: he begins to speak with a Yiddish lilt to his voice
“determined to punish myself properly, to redeem my earlier
cowardice.” The controversial Russian-born French Jewish writer
Irène Némirovsky’s short sory “Fraternity” (1937) also takes place
on a train and is almos contemporary to Sebasian’s novel. In
“Fraternity,” Chrisian Rabinovitch shares a cabin with a poor
Russian Jew with the same las name and protess, maybe too much,
that they cannot possibly have anything in common. But in
Sebasian’s book, the protagonis forces himself to come to terms
with his shame at being Jewish, and with his horror at his own
shame. The mos important quesion for the protagonis is: “Let’s
presume that the hosility of anti-Semites is, in the end, endurable.
But how do we proceed with our own internal confict?”
Sulitzer’s appearance awakens in the diaris refections on his own
family hisory and its parallels with Romanian national hisory. He
sets up a binary in the family. On his father’s side, we fnd
Wallachians who have lived in Romania for over a century, who
speak Romanian and wear traditional peasant dress. The diaris fnds
in them a kind of resilience and reserve. His mother’s family is from
Bukovina. They are religious, learned in Jewish letters, but also
melancholy and weak. I would not call the diaris’s remarks about
his mother’s side self-hating but insead they demonsrate the
diaris’s angs about the place of Jews in Romania, especially those
from the pos-1918 territories. The sides of his family represent the
“divide between the Danube and the ghetto.” Ó Ceallaigh translates
the original Romanian word Neînțelegerea as “divide”; it could also
mean a misundersanding, and that the places are perhaps not
permanently separated but divided through confusion or a
misconsruction.
After fnishing his sudies in architecture, the diaris is not any closer
to fnding the spirit of the Romanian soil, as professor Bildaru
thought he would be. His two years in Paris in the early 1930s are
also fruitless. In a reversal of typical portrayals of the city of lights
as a paradise for intellectual expats, the diaris decides: “Security
provides a poor environment for refection.” He returns home to
confront the increasingly tense situation in Buchares. We see a
change in the diaris, from the conficted university sudent now to a
man who is determined to think clearly. Looking closely at political
arguments in Romania does not drag him into despair but rather sets
him up as the only character in this novel who is not seeing things in
black and white, the only character able to face the gray areas of
national identities.
In the fnal parts of the novel, which take place in the early 1930s,
the diaris faces a new wave of anti-Semitism. This time the
movement is more concrete and menacing. The ideology he
sruggles to unpack, and the one he ends up truly fearing, is the
nihilism of an acquaintance from his university days, Ștefan Pârlea.
Pârlea is based on Sebasian’s friend and the famous philosopher
Emil Cioran. The main quesion for Pârlea is: “[I]s the sate at the
point of collapse or is it not?” The nihilis explains his position by
saying that there is a drought and the country needs rain, so what if it
comes with hail, meaning “if the revolution demands a pogrom, then
give it a pogrom.” The diaris muses he could have replied: “[A]
metaphor is inadequate in the face of a bloodbath.”
Attending Pârlea’s lecture as the audience chants an anti-Semitic
song, and hearing cries of “Death to the Yids!” on Boulevard
Elisabeta, the diaris senses a coming tragedy.
It is extremely difcult to follow the progressive hardening of
enmity from one day to the next. Suddenly you fnd yourself
surrounded on all sides, and have no idea how or when it
happened. Scattered minor occurrences, gesures of no great
account, the making of casual little threats. An argument in a
tram today, a newspaper article tomorrow, a broken window
after that. These things seem random, unconnected, frivolous.
Then, one fne morning, you feel unable to breathe.
What is even harder to comprehend is that nobody involved in
any of this, absolutely nobody, bears any blame.
The diaris has spent his eforts in his diaries avoiding absraction,
and dealing with his own pas and unresolved quesions about his
place in Romania. He is all the more isolated as he bears witness to
the refusal of those around him to accept that a person is at the root
of each initially inconsequential insult, that the arm that punches you
belongs to an individual. Even the mention of the tram brings us
back to the diaris’s sruggle to come to terms with his Jewish
identity in the train car shared with Sulitzer the book vendor. The
diaris repeats his long-held desire not to be a martyr. Insead, he will
continue to hold his position and to go deeper into his exisential
ques of what it means to be a Jew and a Romanian. He will go on to
make his own personal satement about his position as a Romanian
Jewish intellectual by building something new at the darkes
moment of his life: a sunlit house with huge windows open to the
coming seasons, a bright house he designs for none other than
Professor Bildaru.
Sebasian’s text is now available to English speakers through Ó
Ceallaigh’s excellent translation. The English text reads fuently, and
the translator has pleasingly left traces of the Romanian in the names
of places. Boulevard Elisabeta and Calea Victoriei remain, giving us
the sense of being on these elegant sreets of the Romanian capital.
He clarifes that V ăcărești, where the diaris’s sudent dormitory is
located, is a Jewish neighborhood. It is an unobtrusive addition that
clarifes the importance of this particular location to the reader
unfamiliar with Buchares. Reading Sebasian’s novel and his
diaries, you could map out a fascinating tour of the city.
When the diaris tells Sulitzer that a text he lent him was interesing,
he realizes interesing is the las thing a reader should ever say about
a book. Insead, “A book either knocks you down or raises you up.
Otherwise, why pay money for it?” Sebasian’s novel does both.
¤
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